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ProFlex® 367 Lightweight Gel Knee 
Pads - Rounded Hard Cap

PART NO. DESCRIPTION

18467 ProFlex® 367 Lightweight Gel Knee Pads - Rounded Hard Cap
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Protection where you need it!
ERGONOMICS

 » ROUND CAP - Rounded design allows highest degree of 
mobility for rocking and leaning

 » LIGHTWEIGHT COMFORT - Lightweight gel and EVA foam 
cushions and supports without the bulk of heavier knee pads

 » NON-SLIP - Textured rubber cap grips floors
 » STAYS IN PLACE - Locking plastic buckle and hook & loop 

closure prevents knee pads from sliding around
 » BREATHABLE - Perforated neoprene strap improves airflow to 

prevent sweat behind knees
 » ADJUSTABLE - Elastic top strap plus stretchable neoprene 

with hook and loop closure easily adjust for custom fit
 » PATENTED

The Ergodyne ProFlex 367 Lightweight Gel Knee Pads feature a 
rounded cap for the highest degree of mobility, keeping knees 
protected when rocking and leaning. The lightweight gel and 
EVA foam padding provides comfort and support without the 
bulk of heavier knee pads.

The textured non-slip rubber cap securely grips floors for added 
stability. The buckle and hook and loop closure securely attach 
to keep knee pads from sliding around or coming undone. The 
stretchable neoprene and elastic leg straps easily adjust for a 
custom fit on a variety of leg sizes. To further boost comfort, the 
neoprene strap is perforated to improve airflow and prevent 
sweat behind the knees.

Ideal for workers wanting all-day knee protection plus 
enhanced mobility on a variety of worksites, including 
construction, HVAC, flooring, landscaping and more. With the 
Ergodyne ProFlex 367 Lightweight Gel Knee Pads, you can work 
comfortably and safely, making this knee protection the perfect 
choice for construction, masonry, freight/baggage, flooring, 
maintenance, utilities, carpentry and mining.

SCAN TO 
ORDER

DIMENSIONS
One size fits most
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Hard rounded rubber cap maximises 
mobility for rocking, leaning and pivoting

Best for lightweight protection, grip and 
pivoting on rough uneven surfaces

LIGHTWEIGHT COMFORT ROUNDED RUBBER CAP

Gel and EVA foam cushions and supports 
without compromising mobility

HEAVY-DUTY INJECTED GEL

Gel

EVA foam

Non-slip textured cap securely grips floors

TEXTURED FOR ENHANCED GRIP
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Adjustable and 
breathable neoprene 

comfort strap
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